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KATE CORDES Welcome to Doc Chat. My name is Kate Cordes. I'm the Associate Director for
Reference and Outreach at the New York Public Library. And this is Doc Chat, a weekly
program series from the library's Center for Research in the Humanities that digs deep into the
stories behind the library's most interesting collections, and highlights ways that teachers can
incorporate them into the classroom. And this week's episode, Bogdan Horbal, the library's
curator for Slavic and Eastern European collections is joined by Ernest Zitser, Librarian for
Slavic Curation and East European Studies at Duke University. And he's the author of the
Transfigured Kingdom: Sacred Parody and Charismatic Authority at the Court of Peter the
Great. Our speakers will focus on one of the most iconic images in modern Russian culture, a
popular woodblock print commonly known as The Barber Wants to Cut the Beard of the
Schismatic. Our guests will speak for about 15 minutes before we open up the conversation.
And during the program, feel free to use the chat function to share general comments about the
conversation, although to make sure that you change your chat mode to panelists and
attendees so that everyone's included. And once we begin the question and answer segment,
please use the Zoom function at the bottom of your screen for Q and A, rather than the chat
function to pose your questions. And if you want to remain anonymous, just click that option
before submitting your question. And with that, I'm going to pass it over to our speakers.

BOGDAN HORBAL Thank you, Kate. Good afternoon, everybody and thank you for joining us.
This afternoon, we will discuss an arresting image from the NYPL's digital collection that we
have titled The Barber of Moscow. The question that we would like to address in this talk is this,
how do you make this anonymous 18th-century woodblock print, known in Russian as lubok,
understandable, relatable, and relevant to 21st-century American students? The most common
interpretation is that this lubok serves as a contemporary illustration of Peter the Great's plan to
modernize Russia, and to off the popular protest that this act of "Progress Through Coercion"
evoked among his subject. As you may already know, at the very beginning of the 18th century,
in an effort to make his kingdom as powerful as those of Russia's wealthier Western neighbors,
Tsar launched what has been described as nothing less than a revolution in Russian culture.
This cultural revolution touched on many spheres of life, everything from the organization of the
military to changing the yearly calendar. The new royal legislation even touched on the question
of how Russians should dress anywhere they are.

ERNEST ZITSER Yes, actually, that's one of the most famous of Peter's cultural reforms. In
1705, Tsar mandated that all urban dwellers were to wear western style clothes instead of
traditional Russian clothes, and to shave off their beards, offering a financial incentive to
encourage people to make the switch. The law established a state tax on beards, which had to
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be paid to the local police in return for a metal token, such as this one saying that the tax was
paid for that year. Failure to pay the appropriate tax and change your hair, and clothing style,
would result in confiscation of the offending clothing and hair. A public shaming ritual depicted in
this painting of a street scene, which shows Muscovites in traditional long tunics and beards,
getting their clothes shortened and beards trimmed by two newly dressed and bewigged
members of Peter's police force. Although Russian Orthodox priests and the vast majority of
Russia's population, which consisted of the peasants who lived in the countryside, were
explicitly excused from this new royal obligation and fiscal burden. There were still a lot of
popular protests, which were violently suppressed by Peter's government.

HORBAL This, at any rate, is the standard interpretation of what's going on in this popular print.
But as we will argue today, by focusing exclusively on the personality of Peter the Great and
modernizing aims of his reforms, this interpretation completely fails to notice the print's crude
sense of humor, and the fact that its laughter is directed specifically against a stigmatized
religious minority. In fact, we would argue that this lubok is not an illustration of Peters' cultural
revolution at all, but rather an example of the popular culture of 18th-century Russian Orthodox
city dwellers, who constituted the primary consumers for this commercially produced comical
woodblock print.

ZITSER To try to get a sense of, I'm sorry. To try to get a sense of the type of humor informing
this lubok, I'd encourage you to think about the old Bugs Bunny cartoon called The Rabbit of
Seville in which the crazy rascally rabbit does the, [inaudible] the clothing of a barber and
proceeds to shave the head of his arch-nemesis, Elmer Fudd, to the tune of the theme from the
famous 19th century Italian opera by Rossini called The Barber of Seville, you know, figure out
here, figure there.

HORBAL With that image in mind, let's go back to the Russian lubok, and see if we can figure
out what 18th century Russian consumers who bought this inexpensive popular prints would
have found so funny about the description of The Barber of Moscow.

ZITSER So as if setting up a scene in a play, the stage directions on the right simply read, "The
barber wants to cut the schismatic beard." The text on the left constitutes the schismatic's reply,
which takes the form of a rhyming couplet. The schismatic says, "Listen, barber. I neither want
to cut my beard nor shave. Watch out, or I will call the guards to teach you to behave,"
[inaudible]. As we can tell from the round object lying on the table next to him, this is a common
everyday object known to contemporaries as a "bleeding bowl." The character commonly
referred to as the barber is actually what in the 18th century was known as a barber-surgeon,
[inaudible]. Barber-surgeons were not just hairdressers, but low-level medical professionals who
perform surgical procedures, including bloodletting, which at the time was considered a perfectly
normal way of releasing bodily toxins. Barber-surgeons also administered enemas, pull teeth,
and performed amputations. The prominence of the bleeding bowl is significant because it
suggests that in this case, the schismatic appears to be threatened, not just with having his
beard cut, but also with castration. That is, the bloody amputation of his penis. This
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interpretation is supported by the defensive way in which the protesting schismatic holds his
walking stick against his groin. To understand the reason why a popular print would include a
depiction of this character, it is important to know that barber-surgeons were much more
common and much more widely available to ordinary residents of 18th century Russia than
formally trained diploma bearing physicians, who at this time, were mostly visiting foreigners
who stood out from the crowd not only for the western dress and lack of knowledge of the
Russian language, but also for the relatively steep fees that they charge their patients. That is
why in the popular culture of urban Russia, as actually in that of other parts of early modern
Europe, university accredited physicians, such as the one depicted in this 18th century German
painting, were often ridiculed as quacks, charlatans, and mountebanks. Unlike foreign quacks,
the barber-surgeons who assist the doctors in the performance of their duties, as in this
depiction of the publicly performed oral surgery, were often depicted as comical trickster figures,
like Bugs Bunny figure, who ridiculed both the gullible client as well as the greedy doctor who
overcharged him.

HORBAL Now, let's turn to the other character in our print. The term "schismatic" is a term of
abuse for a member of a Russian religious sect known as the Old Believers or Old Ritualists.
That is, Russian Orthodox Christians who refuse to accept the state-mandated changes
introduced into the Slavonic Bible, and the daily prayer practices by mid 17th century Russian
Orthodox Church officials, like Patriarch Nikon. To many of us today, such changes might seem
trivial, but to religious conservatives like the Old Believers, any changes to the way they pray to
God was seen as perversions of true orthodoxy. The whole controversy and drama surrounding
the 17th century schism in the Russian Orthodox Church was vividly depicted in this 19th
century historical painting of Boyarina Morozova by Surikov. She was a real historical person,
whose decision to side with the Old Believers was deemed a treasonous and heretical act by
the leaders of the Official Church and State, an act for which she was arrested, stripped of all
her wealth, and forcibly exiled to Siberia where she died. It is also a powerful demonstration of
the seriousness with which both sides took this religious conflict. Surikov's artistic representation
of this famous historical incident from 1671, the year before the birth of Peter the Great,
includes Boyarina Morozova, defiantly raising her right hand to demonstrate what the Old
Believers considered to be the proper way to make the sign of the cross, with two fingers
extended, the pointer finger straight, and the middle finger slightly bent, the way it used to be
done before the 1660s when orthodox reformers started to demand that believers use three
fingers for the sign of cross. The thumb and two fingers are held together at point, two fingers
folded like this, the way this is done up to the present day.

ZITSER Unlike other religious conservatives with whom most of us are familiar, such as the
Pennsylvania Amish or Southern Baptists, the first generation of Russian Orthodox dissenters
believed that they were living in the end times, and were willing to die rather than accept the
changes to their traditional way of practicing Christianity. Some Old Ritualists did just that as
depicted in this 19th century Russian painting of a mass self-immolation. Under Peter the Great,
the official policy of persecution of this sect was softened a bit. They were no longer hunted
down, tortured, and burned at the stake if they refuse to adhere to government policy. In 1722,
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for example, for the privilege of keeping their beards and continuing to practice their religion,
members of this persecuted religious minority were forced to pay an additional tax on top of the
one introduced earlier in the reign for all bearded Russian men, and to dress in special
deliberately "old fashioned, state-mandated clothing," which included a prominent standing
collar, such as the one that is depicted in a somewhat crude and exaggerated way in the lubok,
an exaggeration that is apparent when you compare it with this 19th century illustration of
traditional Muscovite clothing by the artists [inaudible]. The Orthodox Church men who drafted
this piece of Petrine legislation intended to make Old Believers stand out in a crowd, and
thereby to serve as object of popular ridicule and derision. And that is precisely what happened.
As the lubok maker's use of religious laws, schismatic suggests, Old Believers were not just
persecuted by Church and State, but also often the butt of contemporary jokes, such as those
[inaudible] in the so-called interludes. That is, humorous skits that were staged in between the
acts of 18th century Russian plays, and which were enacted on the stages of orthodox
seminaries, market fairs, and carnival campgrounds, such as the one depicted on this 18th
century color engraving.

HORBAL In this way, Old Believers entered 18th century Russian popular culture as a particular
type of comic character, one who serves as the recipient of verbal abuse at the hands of
another character, a confrontation that typically ends in a scuffle or an out and out fight. In fact,
the standoff between the schismatic and the barber-surgeon is reminiscent of the fights
involving other characters from 18th century Russian pop culture, who showed up not only in
fairground performances and mass market literature, but also in other popular prints which,
perhaps, not surprisingly, were also sold at holiday fairs.

ZITSER Comic brawlers, such as the two characters depicted in this popular print, showing a
socially charged confrontation between an old man in traditional Russian clothing and a young
nobleman in the latest foreign fashions were the 18th century Russian equivalents of the
gimmicky persona adopted by the professional wrestlers of the Worldwide Wrestling Federation,
you know, Hulk Hogan, Andre the Giant, Dwayne "The Rock" Johnson. They also included
popular comedy duo like [inaudible], literally Tom and Jerry, comedians who were less like
Laurel and Hardy or Abbott and Costello [phonetic], or Key and Peele and more like Bugs
Bunny and Elmer Fudd, although with much cruder, more scatological sense of humor, as you
can see from this image of Pashka and Ermoshka riding a pooping goat. Or this one, where two
characters named Savos'ka i Paramoshka are shown as popular minstrels riding a goat and
playing the Russian equivalent of the banjo and casting net on wooden spoons. Actually, if you
look carefully, you'll see that this lubok was produced by the very same anonymous engraver
who created the print of the Barber and the Schismatic. This is not a coincidence. This
schismatic and the barber were as much a pair of stock characters of 18th century popular
culture as Savos'ka i Paramoskha. But in this case, it is the Old Believer who is the laughing
stock. That is, the person who is to be persecuted by the mockery and ridiculing of all those
around them, a term, by the way, that derives from being "placed in the stocks," a legal
punishment used in early modern Europe as a means of chastisement and public shaming. The
attributes and characteristics of this laughing stock character, his dissenting views on
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Orthodoxy, his stubborn refusal to conform, his old fashioned clothes and long beard, were
repeated from scene to scene, one stage play to another. In other words, the schismatic, in this
lubok, was based on a popular stereotype, a widely held but fixed and oversimplified image or
idea of a particular type of person or group.

HORBAL You may ask, who cares if 18th century Russian Orthodox urban dwellers made fun of
the Old Believer neighbors? Why are comics stereotypes so bad? Well, because they serve to
dehumanize the individuals and social groups targeted by this form of humor, and make it okay
to adopt or support biased policies, and even physical violence against minorities.

ZITSER Yes. For example, think of how popular anti-Semitism in 19th century Europe created
the ground for the Holocaust, which resulted in scenes like this one in this World War II
photograph, which shows a Nazi barber cutting the beard of an Orthodox Jewish man. And it's
not just a European issue, obviously. There are plenty of examples from American history in
which a stereotyped minority was subjected to humiliation through an attack on the way they
wear their hair, including 19th century Chinese immigrants whose traditional long ponytails were
forcibly cut off as a form of ridicule. Nor is this purely a historical problem. Just think about the
derogatory depictions of the style and texture of "Black hair" images that help to perpetuate
racist stereotypes of African Americans and that serve to naturalize White supremacy.

HORBAL This brings us back to our original question. How does an 18th century Russian
popular print depicting the Barber of Moscow relates to the present moment?

ZITSER As Bogdan and I have suggested, incorporating this image into classroom discussion
offers students a historical example of the role that everyday popular culture plays in promoting
stereotypes that dehumanize outsiders and make it more likely that they will be persecuted.
Ideally, any classroom discussion of this lubok would highlight the socially constructed nature of
conventional categories like race and religion, identify the pop cultural stereotypes through
which such markers of inclusion and exclusion have been expressed in the past, and brainstorm
ways that today's cultural stereotypes could be changed in the future. In this way, we think
students would actually get a chance to practice channeling divisive debates about historical
injustice into a more hopeful and constructive dialogue.

HORBAL And this is a good place to end our presentation and open the floor for discussions, for
questions from the audience. Thank you.

CORDES Thank you. We have a few questions. And anyone else? As they occur to you, please
put them in the Q and A or in the chat. I can catch them there as well. So the first question, for
both of you, just about the initial, the tax from Peter and, you know, the audience of these
woodblocks that is mentioned, did it help create the -- -- kind of a new urban identity? Like you
said the, like an urban [inaudible]. Now that they have this order that is critical [inaudible] the
plays, and everything like that, they was at a side effect of the reforms?
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ZITSER It wasn't just a side effect. It was one of the intentions, was to make Russian cities, and
particularly, the newly founded capital, St. Petersburg, sort of a showpiece for what the new
Russia looks like. And of course, the urban dwellers of that showpiece had to look like
Europeans because like well, we're like everybody else, you know, we're modern. So yes. So
the tax was not only a way of raising money for Peter to fight his wars, but also to present to the
West an image of a new Russian.

CORDES And did the West take note?

ZITSER Yeah

CORDES They did. So you mentioned the position of this schismatic's cane here, why is he
threatened with not just this haircut, but castration?

ZITSER Well, this goes back to a very old connection, not just in Russian culture, but in culture
more generally, a connection between masculinity, religious belief, and beard wearing. And that,
you know, God created man in His image, therefore, you know, a beard is a sign of, that man is
true representative of God. And so attacking a person's beard, is, a man's beard is like an attack
against his full identity as a true Christian. And so conversion to a new faith, it's like being
forcibly converted to a new faith. And so it's not just a circumcision of the heart, it's an actual
sort of circumcision into a new faith, kind of thing. So yes. So this connection between
masculinity and religious belief in Christianity is intimately connected to beard wearing for men.

CORDES I have a question from Valerie [phonetic]. Thanks for a fascinating and elegant
presentation. What do you do with the [inaudible] part of the Old Believers' response? I've
always wondered about that. Doesn't that suggest that such assaults were unlawful and that
their beards were supposed to be protected?

ZITSER Yeah, that's an excellent question. And -- -- the quick answer is no. Because if you read
the interludes, 18th century Russian interlude, these popular plays, to which I have a link in our
bibliography for this talk, you'll see that this kind of call for a [inaudible] is actually one of the
standard lines that occurs often in scenes of these brawls in these popular plays. And it doesn't
have to be an Old Believer who calls for the brawl, who calls for the guards. It's just, you know,
it's like this is one way to end the scene, not just with a brawl, but somebody calling for "Guards,
help us," you know, that kind of thing. So it has nothing to do with protection of Old Believers or
their beards. It has to do with this is how Russian popular plays worked.

CORDES Comment to chat too actually, oh! Something I didn't know. The individual ingesting
the goat feces is also a well-known anti-Semitic image. That's one of the --

ZITSER Not surprising. Actually, I learned in the course of doing this research that Old Believers
were the first group in the Russian Empire to be accused of ritual murder. And the Jews who
later became part of the Russian Empire in late 18th century sort of inherited that anti-Semitic
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stereotype, but it's the churche, the Russian Orthodox Church authorities first level this calumny
against their sectarian, you know, schismatic enemies.

CORDES Coming from Jean Marie [phonetic], were these, were the new influxes of Western
European travelers to Russian cities that made Tsar, was it the influxes of Western European
travelers to Russian cities that made Tsar feel that it was imperative to transform their parents of
his urban population?

ZITSERI think it was sort of a circular process. There wasn't a great influx of Western
Europeans into Russia until sort of Peter opened the floodgates to commercial traffic, and, you
know, he wanted to connect to the world economy, and encourage trade with the West. And so
-- -- it was a two-way street. It was, you know, in order to be like the West, you have to look like
the West, to encourage the West to come in, and so we could trade better. So yeah, it's not one
thing causing the other, is sort of all connected.

CORDES Question about the print itself, -- -- if the woodblock print depicting the Barber of
Moscow is anonymous, how do you know that the print, Savos'ka i Paramoskha, was created by
the same engraver?

ZITSER Yeah. Actually, you know, so I'm not an art historian, but I rely on the work of art
historians. And the latest research suggests, you know, looking at the technique in which the
print was made, you know, the contours, the design, it's clear that it was made by one hand, and
these two prints were made by that same hand.

CORDES Do you go back to [inaudible].

ZITSER Yeah. So you can see, it's a very similar design. It's just sort of inverted, and in both
cases, you have sort of like, if you look on top, it looks like he's holding scissors, really. But
those are casting nets. And so it's the same artist. Apparently, according to art historians, but we
just don't know who, or actually, we don't even know when exactly. But we know it's 18th
century.

CORDES Back then, are these image, are they pulled from the same collection? Can you tell us
a little bit about the collection this came from?

HORBAL So they're actually from the printed work [inaudible] which was published in 1881 in
Russia. A man by the name Rovinskii was interested in them. And you remember this, what he
did at this time was to save them pretty much. I don't know if we would have a lot of them if he
didn't do that because they were quite popular. And they, you know, they came and went, and
nobody was collecting them. So what he did at that time, in the second half of 19th century, he
went out and collected them. And he published them in this, I think, four volumes work called
Russkiia narodnyia kartinki. So those books are, and we have digitized the whole collection. So
the whole thing is in our digital collections at NYPL digital collections. That's where it comes
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from.

ZITSER Yeah. And the original surviving loci are held in two major collections in Russia. And
they've also been digitized. But these, the ones that have been digitized in Russia are the black
and white inked stamped things. These ones were actually colored. So not just black and white
ink, but somebody actually later applied color to it. And that's what Rovinskii's four volume set
reproduced as these lithographs, these color versions of 18th century popular prints.

CORDES Who's the title translators?

ZITSER The title of the --

CORDES The source of this, the second. Yeah.

ZITSER Russian popular pictures, or Russian prints?

CORDES Okay.

ZITSER Yeah.

CORDES Thank you. And now, actually, I'm going to drop a link in the chat now to the digital
collection and some other resources.

HORBAL We will have them listed in the blog that will eventually be published.

CORDES Yes, which I'm about to talk about. Yes. Right. So it is a very fast program. So but
we're wrapping it up. And I just want to thank everyone for attending, and to our speakers. The
links to these collections are, I put a link to this particular document, the image of Barber
[inaudible] Schismatic in the chat, and links to these items, this item, and other resources along
with the video of this presentation and a transcript of the episode will be published shortly on the
NYPL blog, which we'll send out a link that, to everyone who registered for this event. All our
previous episodes can be found on the website as well. The easiest way to find our blog post is
by subscribing to the Doc Chat Channel of the blog. [inaudible] in the chat as well. And these
series of events, Doc Chats are held every Thursday at 3:30. And our next episode is
Representations of Student Activism in Black Radical Press with the Library's Melanie Locay
and Mosi Secret, was an independent journalist and recipient of the Library's
Diamonstein-Spielvogel Fellowship. And they will examine a selection of historic Black
underground publications from the 1960s, including titles like Black Dialogues, Freedom Ways,
and The Movement. And they will give us a close look at how student activism was covered and
portrayed in these publications. The link to register is in the chat and look for our future Doc
Chat event pages on our calendar or research, newsletter, and social media. And I want to give
a great thank you to our presenters, Bogdan and Ernest. Thank you so much for joining us, and
for explaining everything about that [inaudible] really unpacked a lot of information that is really
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enjoyable. Thank you so much, everyone. Have a great afternoon.

HORBAL Thank you. Bye.

ZITSER Thank you.
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